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DEM simulation on fracturing induced by hydration and dehydration reactions
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Dehydration and hydration reactions play significant roles on the global water circulation in the solid Earth, and cause drastic
change in the mechanical properties of the subduction zone interface. Progress of both reactions requires an effective transport
of water (release or supply) between the reaction sites and outer system, and are commonly characterized by large changes
in solid volume, porosity, and fluid pressure. Reaction textures with fracturing are commonly observed both in hydration and
dehydration hydration reactions. However, the dynamic relationship among reactions, fluid transport and deformation (fracturing,
plastic deformation) is too complicated to be understood solely by observations of natural occurrences.

In the present study, we carried out numerical simulations on fracturing induced by hydration or dehydration reactions by
using distinct element method (DEM). At first, we consider a dehydration reaction like a dehydration of serpentine. In the model,
the following factors are introduced: (1) pressure dependence of reaction rate, (2) grain boundary as weak and water-saturated
region, and that (3) mineral grains become permeable after fracturing or reacted. In this model, reaction rate drastically decreases
with progress of dehydration reaction, when fluid cannot escape from the system.

We examined two rock systems; one is composed of reactive minerals (uniform-reactive system) and the other one is composed
of reactive minerals embedded in unreative matrix minerals (reactive minerals in matrix system). In both systems, one is drain-
boundary, whereas all the others are undrain-boundary. The spatial variation in fractures and progress of reactions are contrasting
between the two systems. In the uniform-reactive system, fracturing does not occur and reactions uniformly occur from the
drain-boundary, because fluid effectively escapes through newly-produced pore-network. In contrast, the reactive-mineral-in-
matrix-system, the fracture network is produced among the reactive grains, and heterogeneous distributions of reaction progress
was produced in the rocks. We will further discuss the key parameters to controls the fracture patterns and difference between
hydration and dehydration reactions.
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